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A S X  I P O

Australian company with world-leading ISG expertise

operating across key coal assets in Chile

Utilising InSitu-Gasification (ISG) to provide gas &

electricity to regions in urgent need of energy supply 

Exploration Concessions have been granted for three

project locations in Southern Chile

chosen on the basis of known local coal deposits and past

drilling data, existing coal geology & local energy needs

Drilling program planned to establish JORC resource on

Maullin Project area

A fast-to-market and fast-to-revenue project strategy

Chilean Government has previous experience of ISG 

No preliminary trial is planned – 3MW of power generation

needs minimal approvals

Indicative costing for power development on granted

Concessions already undertaken

Once coal resource is established, a staged power play is

planned to minimise CapEx & risk

Creating revenue from power generation in 2022/23

Expanding power generation rapidly with modular expansion 

Initially 3MW, then progressively to commercial scale 

The Chilean Environmental Assessment Service (EEA) has

confirmed to the Company that ISG operations are not

subject to any ban or moratorium

IPO proceeds to enable JORC and preparation for gas

production within 24 months

A fast to revenue gas project
Highlights

Raising               $4.5m to $5.5m

EV upon listing    $10.1m

Lodge Prospectus  29 Oct 20 

Closing Date          19 Feb 21

Allotment Date      5 March 21   

ASX listing           15 March 21

Dates indicative and Subject to change

KEY FEATURES
AND DATES



Chile's 19m people enjoy the highest per-capita GDP in Sth America

Electricity demand has doubled since 2000 & is set to more than

double again by 2050

Chilean Govt. has established a 2050 National Energy Policy

The #1 pillar is the quality and security of supply

Our projects support the National Energy Policy in multiple

ways

2/3rd of Chile’s energy supply is imported 

Chile has 8th highest electricity price for industry amongst

International Energy Agency (IEA) nations

Firewood accounts for ~60% of domestic energy production. 

This is an urgent bio-health issue 

Chilean govt is supportive for projects that add domestic power

generation & gas supply

Supplying electricity in Chile
can be highly profitable

Electricity Prices continue to rise in Chile 

Amongst highest in OECD 

We plan to generate 3MW in 2022/23

Progressive scale-up to to commercial scale

through modular expansion

Phased development strategy minimises

investment risk

Granted Concession of 4,100Ha with prospective coal

deposit as initial project

Granted Concessions of 8,200Ha (Rio Perez) & 6,900Ha

(Isla Riesco) with prospective coal deposits

Additional prospective Concession areas identified for

later application

Presence of known local coal deposits

Existing drill, seismic & geological data

Regional need for gas for electricity and potential

chemical manufacture

Mid-South: MAULLIN – South-west of Puerto Montt

     

Deep-South: PUNTA ARENAS - Magellan Basin

    

Areas selected based on:

CHAUCER IPO

Modern economy: immediate needs

Project locations and concessions



Wednesday 17th February 

Friday 19th February

The IPO placement will be settled through DvP and Prospectus Application

Joint Lead Managers are Baker Young Limited and Pulse Markets

Automic Group is the Share Registry

Please indicate to your advisor your interest early to avoid disappointment

Broker Bids Close

Public Applications Close

     

Nominated Settlement Process

    

Early indications please

CHAUCER IPO

 Led by an experienced board of directors

Clear pathways to electricity production

Broker Bidding Information



CORPORATE

Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Chaucer Energy Limited, (‘Chaucer’ or ‘Company’). This information has been prepared in good faith, as a summary only, and does not contain all information about the Chaucer energy Limited
IPO nor its assets and liabilities, financial position and performance, profits and losses, prospects, and the rights and liabilities attaching to Chaucer’s securities. The securities to be issued by Chaucer are considered speculative and
there is no guarantee that they will make a return on the capital invested, that dividends will be paid on the shares or that there will be an increase in the value of the shares in the future. Chaucer does not purport to give financial or
investment advice. No account has been taken of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any recipient of this presentation. Certain information in this document has been derived from third parties and although Chaucer has no
reason to believe that it is not accurate, reliable or complete, it has not been independently audited or verified by Chaucer. Recipients of this presentation should carefully consider whether the securities issued by Chaucer are an
appropriate investment for them in light of their personal circumstances, including their financial and taxation position. Investors should make and rely upon their own enquiries before deciding to acquire or deal in the Company's
securities. Applications for Shares in Chaucer can only be accepted in the Prospectus lodged with ASIC on 29th of October 2020 which replaced the Original Prospectus lodged by the Company dated 9 October 2020 and lodged on that
date, which can be viewed and downloaded through www.chaucerenergy.com.au . People should read the document in its entirety including the section relating to Risks of the Offer of which there are many.  
Forward Looking Statements.
Various statements in this presentation constitute statements relating to intentions, future acts and events which are generally classified as “forward looking statements”. These forward looking statements are not guarantees or
predictions of future performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors (many of which are beyond the Company’s control) that could cause those future acts, events and circumstances to
differ materially from what is presented or implicitly portrayed in this presentation. For example, future reserves or resources or exploration targets described in this presentation may be based, in part, on market prices that may vary
significantly from current levels. These variations may materially affect the timing or feasibility of particular developments. Words such as “anticipates”, “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, “believes”, “seeks”, “estimates”, “potential” and
similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. Chaucer cautions security holders and prospective security holders to not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect the view of
Chaucer only as of the date of this presentation. The forward-looking statements made in this presentation relate only to events as of the date on which the statements are made. Except as required by applicable regulations or by law,
Chaucer does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or review any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information or future events. Past performance cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance.
No offer of securities
Nothing in this presentation should be construed as either an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell Chaucer securities in any jurisdiction, or be treated or relied upon as a recommendation or advice by Chaucer. Reliance
on third party information. The views expressed in this presentation contain information that has been derived from publicly available sources that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty is made as to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information. This presentation should not be relied upon as a recommendation or forecast by Chaucer.
Competent Persons Statement.
The information contained in this
Prospectus that relates to Exploration Targets, Exploration Results, Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves is based on, and fairly represents, information compiled by Ian Buckingham, a Competent Person who is a member of the Australian
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Ian Buckingham is a full time employee of Global Resources & Infrastructure Pty Ltd and has sufficient experience that is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration
and to the activity being undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the 'Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves' (JORC Code). Ian Buckingham
consents to the inclusion in this Prospectus of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.
Important
To the extent permitted by law, Chaucer and its officers, employees, related bodies corporate and agents (Agents) disclaim all liability, direct, indirect or consequential (and whether or not arising out of the negligence, default or lack
of care of Chaucer and/ or any of its Agents) for any loss or damage suffered by a Recipient or other persons arising out of, or in connection with, any use or reliance on this presentation or information.

KEY POINTS
IPO raising $4.5m to $5.5m 

Proceeds to take Chaucer through to point of well Ignition and first gas flow

Focused on creating a domestic energy supply for Chile using ISG technology

Granted Concessions over 3 large areas prospective for coal deposits

Program to produce power at commercial scale 

Staged expansion strategy to minimise investment risk

Initial 3MW plant requires minimal approvals

Planned to be in revenue in 2022/23

Regular milestones for post-listing growth

Pulse Markets Pty Ltd

L24, Gov Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney

Contact: Sean Sandilands M: 0412 166 471    

E: ssandilands@pulsemarkets.com.au

Baker Young Limited

L6, 121 King William Street, Adelaide

Contact: Jamie Myers M: 0438 230 822    

E: jmyers@bakeryoung.com.au
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